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National Dong Hwa University. I had no idea about it before since me and my professor on my 

home university only discussed about other university either in Taipei or in Australia. But then, we 

changed our mind. My professor offered me a university that when I heard these name for the first 

time,  I  felt  like there was magnet  between me and this  university.  Yes,  it  is  National  Dong Hwa 

University  (NDHU).  I  told  my professor  that  I  wanted  to  join  this  exchange  student  program to 

NDHU. No matter what, it is OK for me to delayed my graduation in my home university. 

Actually  I  am  an  senior  students  in  my  home  university,  Muhammadiyah  University  of 

Surakarta, Indonesia (UMS). I am in dual degree program but I did not take my second degree. I 

supposed to graduate on the September 2015, but I preferred to join these exchange student program  

first simply because I thought that it is the chance for me to learn Chinese. It is my dream to be able to 

speak Chinese.

Me and  my friends  prepared  the  documents  that  we  need  before  we  departed  to  Taiwan. 

Everything was well prepared. What I like about the preparation was NDHU gave me some volunteers. 

The volunteers were very helpful. They told me a lot of things about the weather, what should we 

bring and what should we prepared.

The day when I arrived in Taoyuan Airport, Taiwan, one of the volunteer, Amanda Zhang   (張

姿萱) picked me us and her family allowed me with my two friends to stay at her home for two nights. 

They really showed me that Taiwanese are very nice. I heard about it before, but I hadn’t experience it 

so I think I need to prove this word. And yes, I agree, Taiwanese are very helpful, friendly and nice 

even though I only met with one family at that time. 
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Two days  after  I  stayed in  Amanda’s  house,  I  went  to  Hualien  by train.  There  is  another 

volunteer who helped me a lot, Ashley Wang (王郁婕). She bought me the train ticket from Taoyuan to 

Hualien. She also gave me a lot of information about Hualien and the aboriginal tribes from Taiwan 

since she is the one who come from Hualien and she also the one who’s aboriginal. I got a lot of new 

knowledge from Ashley Wang. 

Despite Ashley and Amanda, I also met with the most helpful and kind man from Taiwan, Eric 

Lu (盧昱燑). Before I knew Ashley and Amanda, I connected with Eric. At first, when I knew that I 

got six volunteers in total, I wanted to send one of them email, especially Eric, but I was afraid. I was 

so surprised because Eric was the one who contacted me first.

By the time I arrived in Hualien, I met with the four volunteer, Eric, Ashley, Ray (宋⾱韋翔), and 

Henry (彭嘉偉).  One of my volunteer invited her friend to come with us.  His name is ⽯石浩翔.  I 

always forget his English name because it is very hard to pronounce and remember. Since there are 

three of us who join in this Exchange Students Program, Eric, Ray and Henry helped my other friend, 

Dika. While Ashley and her boyfriend, ⽯石浩翔, helped me and my friend, Bekti. Even though ⽯石浩翔 

is not one of the volunteer, but he really did a good job. He helped me to ride the motorcycle to Zhixue 

Rd. to buy the essential dorm things. I really appreciated his work to help me. 

The next day, me and my friend were struggling to find food. We still didn’t know where are 

the cafeteria, the supermarket, and how to get there. Since that was the day when the volunteer need to 

pack their things to move to their new dorm, so they were really busy. I also afraid of the dogs, and 

NDHU has a lot of dogs, it really scared me until the day I wrote this report. It made me more difficult 

to move and look around the biggest campus in Taiwan. At night, I contacted Amanda to help us some 

food and she directly bought me and my friend food. That was the moment that I won’t forget. 

On Saturday, I came to the ceremony that held by OIA to greet the new exchange students from 

Mainland China, Indonesia, and Korea. I was surprised because Taiwan also have aboriginal and the 

aboriginal students had a show on stage to perform aboriginal dance. I really enjoyed it. After the 

ceremony, Eric and Amanda helped us to complete the registration form from one building to another 

building. 

I  met  with  my  other  two  roommates.  Both  of  them are  Taiwanese,  and  both  come  from 

Taoyuan and they study in the same department. They are Betty and Emy. Both of them can speak a 

little bit English, and sometimes I confused how to communicate with well actually I really want to 

communicate with them. But the first time I met them, my Chinese also still not that good. So, we are 

having a very less communication until  now. What I like about them are even though we seldom 

communicate each other, but I learned a lot from them. Sometimes I practice my listening section by 
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hearing their conversation, sometimes I practice my Chinese even though it’s only basic conversation, 

and I know how’s Taiwanese habit and I have to adapt with it especially when I experienced typhoon 

(Dujuan Typhoon) for the first time and shaking building (earthquake) quite often. Emy is the one who 

is very calm and quite girl. Her English is better than Betty. When the earthquake came, she is the only 

one who is calm and keep doing her tasks. Betty, I love her the most. Her English is not that good, but 

she really attracted me because it motivate me to learn more Chinese and practice it with her. When the 

typhoon or  earthquake  came,  she  is  the  one  who surprised  because  of  it.  Because  of  her  action, 

sometimes we laugh together. She is also the one who afraid  of insects (I think). Sometimes I helped 

her to chase away the insects even though we didn’t have any conversation, but both of us know what 

actually we meant. 

I took five courses in NDHU, Fundamental Chinese, Marketing Management, Introduction to 

Taiwan, Business Communication, and Electronic Commerce. I found it that the Professors in NDHU 

are very helpful and they know how to make the students feel exciting to the subject even though 

sometimes most  of  the Professor says that  the topic quite  boring.  So far,  I  found it  very helpful, 

interesting, and it gave me a lot of knowledge, both from the textbook or from their own experienced. 

The study method between NDHU and UMS are very different. I love to study in NDHU because they 

give us 10 minutes break. The Professor also don’t mind to get interrupted when the students have 

questions. The way they teach us and the way we have conversation are just like friends and friends 

conversation.  There are no boundaries between Professor and students.  I  feel  comfortable to have 

conversation with the lecturers here. 

From the Chinese Language Centre (CLC), They provide us a Chinese speaking partner. I got 

two partners  from a  very different  background and different  way of  teaching.  My first  partner  is 

Stephanie (尤曉梅). She is from Taipei. A master student with two adorable children. I once went to 

Taipei to visit her family. I told her that I want to learn Taiwan’s culture. She brought me to Yingge and 

made ceramics there. I also practice my Chinese with her daughters and husband. Two weeks after I 

met Stephanie, CLC called me and offered me another partner. He said that this one is very special. 

She comes from Vietnam but she speaks Chinese fluently. I agreed to be with her. Her name is Wendy. 

She is quite calm girl at first. I want her to teach me from the textbook so that when the teacher discuss 

it on class, I already understand. After a few week of meetings, I get along with her. She is a nice girl 

and she told me a lot of new words in Chinese that I can apply it for my daily life. I’m glad that I met 

her. 

If I still got time, I really want to continue my study in NDHU. I feel comfortable to be here, 

except  for  the dogs to be honest.  I  really thank you to the OIA, the staff  from each department, 

professors who give me a bunch of knowledge, friends whether they come from Taiwan, Indonesia, 



Korea, Vietnam, Thailand, or any other countries, I really happy to be here and meet them. I will never 

regret to be here even it is only for a semester, short period of time but got a lot of precious moment 

here. 


